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WE OFFICIALLY START OFF "FIR-E5" WEEK!

To start off BEMANI Month to celebrate OLR's 10th Anniversary, we're really turning on
the heat with some "Firery" songs all this week.

Today's track is "Fire" by Pink Pong from Beatmania 6th Mix!

{audio}http://www.angry-gamers.com/music/222-fire.mp3{/audio}
Please note due to copyright issues I
download directly.

can not make this song available for you to

We can't really talk about BEMANI without mentioning it's roots. And what can I say about
Beatmania that most of you probably don't know about already? So I'll just talk about my first
Beatmania experience.

Back in the day, when I played DDR, I knew about the BEMANI franchises but hadn't gotten
the opportunity to play them. Until a close friend told that an arcade the town next to ours had
gotten a BM machine, so I was truly excited to play, even though it wasn't a IIDX one. We
naturally went to check it out and at first it was weird. While BM is quite basic stuff it's still hard
to learn and master. So we failed and failed until we got it right. And the first song in the whole
setlist is this one, "Fire". It isn't the most amazing song ever (not even one the best songs in
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this mix), but it's good and it does help you to learn how to follow the rhythm and hit the keys
on time.

So I personally picked this song just because it's special to me. It was my first Beatmania
experience outside DDR (and probably GuitarFreaks/DrumMania). In other words, nostalgia,
what can you do?

If you have suggestions or recommendations for future "I love that song" articles or just
wanna comment, just click the "Add new comment" link or contact us via Twitter: @Da
rkTetsuya
or me,
@act_deft
!
Until next time, keep on burnin'!
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